
 Guidelines/Criteria for Cyber SEA Game 
August 26th, 2015 

 
1 Format of Cyber SEA Game 

Jeopardy style.  The categories of problems for the Final Match will be; 
Forensics, Reverse Engineering, CND (Computer Network Defence 
=Hardening) and Pentest. 

 
2 National Qualification Match 

2.1 Support from Japan 
- Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Thailand will be supported 

by Japan for their implementation of National Qualification 
Match. Japan also provides training to these four countries. 
Other related cost such as advertisement cost, venue, and 
snacks shall be covered by their country.  

- Indonesia and Philippine will be provided the problem-set by 
Japan to be used for the National Qualification Match.  

2.2 Deadline 
Each AMS including those countries listed in 2.1 shall select the 
national representative team/teams and notify their passport 
information to host organization (ID-SIRTII/CC) before 24th 
October, 2015.  ID-SIRTII/CC will reserve the ticket and send 
them e-ticket through the e-mail and reserve the accommodation. 

2.3 Criteria of Selection 
AMS can select their team based on criteria and mandated 
requirement listed below. 
 If selected member cannot meet mandated criteria listed below, 
cost of their transportation, accommodation and Per Diem may not 
be reimbursed.   

2.3.1 Age limitation 
They are less than 30 years old.   

2.3.2 Conditions for qualification 
 They are not current National CERT member/staff.  
 They are not government officials who are in charge of cyber 

security policy.  
 



2.3.3 Ability 
AMS can select their team based on their decision and mandated 
requirement. But, the members should have at least basic 
IT/system engineering skills in one or two fields as listed in above 1.  

3 Coverage of  Cost 
3.1 Coverage 

Japan covers travel and accommodation of one team (3person) 
 transportation from airport of capital city to Jakarta 
 Accommodation in Jakarta for 10th and 11th of November 
 Per Diem of two days. 
 Flight fee shall be less than 700USD including tax and all 

related cost. Most economic and direct flight is eligible. If there 
are no direct flights, route shall be most efficient.  

 Each AMS send flight fee estimation to host organization 
(ID-SIRTII/CC) and its constructer. 

3.2 Additional team dispatching 
Each AMS can dispatch one more team by their expense 
 No transportation, accommodation and Per Diem can be 

rewarded by JAIF or host organization (ID-SIRTII/CC) 
 They are entitled to attend the Cyber SEA Game Final Match. 

They can be also invited to the Japan by JAIF expense if they are 
selected in the Final Match. 

 
  

For any questions or requests regarding organizing the National 
Qualification Match, please contact JNSA/Infosec at ctf_asean@jnsa.org. 
 
For any questions or requests regarding Cyber SEA Game Final match 
(including the travel and accommodation), please contact ID-SIRTII/CC 
at cybersea@idsirtii.or.id. 
 

 


